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Audio/Video (AV) systems and Information Technology (IT) are colliding.  Broadcasters and other AV professionals are impacted by the transition to IT components and techniques. This is the first book to focus on the intersection of AV and IT concepts. It includes technology reviews and the tools to understand and evaluate key aspects of hybrid AV systems. Twelve chapters encompass a broad range of information including: IT integration, AV networking, storage systems, file and metadata formats, software platforms, reliability, element management, security, workflow improvement, AV technology, transition issues, and real-world case studies. Each chapter weaves together IT and AV techniques providing the reader with actionable information on the issues, processes and principles of seamless AV/IT systems integration.

* Explains Tapeless Workflows
* Packed with 225 illustrations 
* Supported with 11 Appendixes covering interesting and diverse topics

Astute sailors know the optimal time to catch the tidal flood toward the harbor. If missed, a ship may be caught in a storm or stranded at sea. An able captain and crew never pass up favorable currents. Today there is a different tidal flood that many captains of ship are seeking to ride to safe harbor. What is it? It is the tidal swell of information technology (IT)1 that is being leveraged to create compelling video systems2 and AV workflows for broadcasters and other professional operations. In the big picture, we are at the emergent stages of video systems designed from hybrid combinations of IT standard platforms (storage, servers, routers, networks, firewalls, middleware, software platforms, Internet, Web services, archives, etc.) and traditional AV methods and technology.
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Reputation, Stock Price, and You: Why the Market Rewards Some Companies and Punishes OthersApress, 2012

	“All of our working lives we have heard the mantra, ‘a reputation lost is never regained.’ Still, the firms we work for, admire and invest in seem to take costly reputation hits all too often. Everyone interested in managing, regulating or investing in public firms will find Nir Kossovsky’s book a wonderful read...
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MAKE: Electronics: Learning Through DiscoveryMake Books, 2009

	Want to learn the fundamentals of electronics in a fun, hands-on way? With Make: Electronics, you'll start working on real projects as soon as you crack open the book. Explore all of the key components and essential principles through a series of fascinating experiments. You'll build the circuits first, then learn the...
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Sources of Value: A Practical Guide to the Art and Science of ValuationCambridge University Press, 2009
Sources of Value is a comprehensive guide to financial decision making suitable for beginners as well as experienced practitioners. It treats financial decision making as both an art and a science and proposes a comprehensive approach through which companies can maximise their value. Beginners will benefit from its initial financial foundation...
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Python for FinancePackt Publishing, 2014

	If your interest is finance and trading, then using Python to build a financial calculator makes absolute sense. As does this book which is a hands-on guide covering everything from option theory to time series.


	Overview

	
		Estimate market risk, form various portfolios, and estimate their variance-covariance...
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3ds max 4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If 3ds max 4 can do it, you can do it, too … Take 3ds max 4 to the max — and join the ranks of the pros who've created animations for some of today's hottest games, movies, and TV shows. Packed with expert advice, time-saving tips, and more than 150 step-by-step tutorials, this all-in-one guide gets you up to speed quickly on the...
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Protecting Your Mobile App IP: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	
		
			
				Learn four cost-effective ways to protect the applications you develop for mobile devices. The methods described in this Mini Missing Manual won't stop people from misappropriating your secrets, stealing your name, and copying your code. But if any of those things do...
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